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	Windows 2000 Administration in a Nutshell : A Desktop Quick Reference, 9781565927131 (1565927133), O'Reilly, 2001
Anyone who installs Windows 2000, creates a user, or adds a printer is a 2000 system administrator. This book covers all the important day-to-day administrative tasks, and the tools for performing each task are included in a handy easy-to-look-up alphabetical reference. What's the same and what's different between the Windows 2000 and Windows NT platform? Has the GUI or the networking architecture changed, and if so, how? Windows 2000  Administration in a Nutshell addresses the problems associated with bridging the gap between the Windows NT and Windows 2000 platforms. This book covers:
	Commonalities and differences between Windows NT and Windows 2000
	All the administrative tasks, including Installation, Group Policies, Terminal Services, User Accounts, and Virtual Private Networks
	Microsoft Management Console tool (MMC)
	What's new and significant in the Control Panel utilities
	Command-line Tools, Utilities and Wizards
	TCP/IP networking with Windows 2000


Whether the concern is new security issues or how Active  Directory works, Windows 2000 Administration in a Nutshell is  as useful to the single-system home user as it is to the administrator of  a 1,000-node corporate network.     

       A reference offering all of the most pertinent information about Windows 2000 administration, including the differences between Windows NT and Windows 2000, all of the new utilities and wizards in Windows 2000, and bridging the gap between the two platforms. Also includes coverage of the tools needed to perform day-to-day administrative tasks. Softcover. 

       From the Publisher
 This book is not a step-by-step tutorial on implementing Windows 2000, but instead a quick desktop reference of Windows 2000 concepts, administrative tasks, tools, and utilities. 

       About the Author
 Mitch Tulloch is an independent trainer, consultant, and author living in Winnipeg, Canada. He is a Microsoft Certified Trainer (MCT) and Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) with almost 20 years of experience in teaching scientific and technical subjects. Mitch has written a number of books on computer networking and Microsoft BackOffice products.
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Disorders of the Respiratory Tract: Common Challenges in Primary Care (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	A concise review of the epidemiology, pathogenesis, and management of common respiratory conditions seen in a primary care setting. Using an illuminating case-based approach, Dr. Mintz assesses the key clinical questions that a primary care physician would ask and applies the most up-to-date research and guidelines to offer the practitioner...


		

101 Ways to Promote Your Tourism Business Web Site (101 Ways series)Maximum Press, 2008
Full of practical, proven techniques and step-by-step strategies, this informative resource teaches internet tourism businesses how to attract visitors and convert them into paying customers. With a design that allows each chapter to stand on its own, the book provides easy and immediate implementation...

		

Mac OS X Lion In Depth (2nd Edition)Que, 2011

	Beyond the Basics…Beneath the Surface…In Depth


	 


	Mac OS X Lion  in Depth


	Do more with Mac OS X Lion–in less time!


	 


	Mac OS X Lion...





	

Pro Zend Framework Techniques: Build a Full CMS ProjectApress, 2009
The Zend Framework is a truly amazing PHPÐ²Ð‚“based web application development framework and platform that is breathing new life into PHP development. One of the most common uses for a framework such as this is to build content driven web sites.

Pro Zend Framework CMS offers

	A structured guide for...



		

Robots, Reasoning, and ReificationSpringer, 2008
Robots, Reasoning, and Reification focuses on a critical obstacle that is preventing the development of intelligent, autonomous robots: the gap between the ability to reason about the world and the ability to sense the world and translate that sensory data into a symbolic model.
This ability is what enables living systems to look at the world...


		

Microsoft Office Professional 2013 for Touch Devices Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Learn the simplest ways to get things done with Microsoft® Office 2013 for Tablets

	
		Get the full-color, visual guide that makes learning Microsoft Office 2013 on your touch-enabled devices plain and simple! Follow the book’s easy steps and screenshots and clear, concise language to learn the simplest ways to get...
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